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About This Game

The Game

On the edge of Terran space lies Halcyon 6, a derelict starbase left behind by a mysterious precursor race. Your mission is to
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reclaim the derelict station and rebuild it.

A mysterious alien force is making a beeline towards Earth and this starbase is the best chance for the New Terran Federation to
establish new alliances, research new technologies and otherwise figure out a way to stop the impending invasion.

Using only the resources you can salvage from the derelict station and gathered from nearby star systems, it’s up to you to
rebuild the starbase to lead the Terran Republic’s scientific research, exploration and diplomatic efforts on the edge of known

space.

Halcyon 6 is a passion project who’s design is inspired by our years spent playing classic games like Star Control, Master of
Orion, X-COM, Civilization and new classics like FTL.

Features:

Base Building: spend resources to build station facilities (rooms) to enhance your production and technological
capabilities, or build ships to help you control more territory

Exploration: assign your fleets to nearby star clusters, where they can handle emerging enemy threats, do missions for
alien factions or secure bonus resources

Crew Management: assign crew to station facilities to greatly improve their output efficiency, or to ships where they
can contribute in unique ways to combat, missions and events

Deep Tactical Combat: fight tactical ship or ground battles to resolve hostile events, create a foothold in the sector and
ultimately defeat the enemy mothership!

Story Events: based on game criteria like rooms-built, alien diplomacy scores or officer traits/skills, the game will
produce story events (often with multiple choice outcomes) that can lead to combat, time-related applied
bonuses/negatives, officer attribute changes or any number of crazy in-game stories.

Project Goals

Unlimited Replayability: Each playthrough has players dealing with a new randomly generated derelict station, surrounding
galaxy, crew recruits, and alien factions

Motley Crew: Each crew member has unlimited potential for acquiring unique behaviours, traits and abilities, for better or for
worse. Making the best use of your dysfunctional crew will be one of the keys to success. Who should be your main Science

Officer? The insomniac that works insane hours but has an addictive personality or the agoraphobic mad genius?

Encounters of the Weird Kind: There are 6 alien factions in Halcyon 6 and they are all quite different with varying objectives
and personalities. Only your wit and your crew’s skills will help you navigate the diplomatic waters to gain them as key allies or

valuable trading partners.
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Title: Halcyon 6: Starbase Commander
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Publisher:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Sticks and stones sounded really boring.But i was wrong.One of the best far cry games i played.. i mean paying money for single
runes is pointless, but i bough the game for 5 euros with all the dlcs so hey good bundle mate. The game is a major grindfest
somewhere near Runescape level. At first, you will be amazed by the amount of world building and storytelling from the
campaign but once you finish it and begin to level up, it will become repetitive. You can buy dlcs in-game using 'Fate', a
currency players can get from completing weekly tasks, selling rare\/relic items, etc. however the amount of Fate gained from
such activities is low (around 8-15) and takes a while; the 'Fate' cost for , for example, dlc expansions cost around 1200 fate.
This game is the kind where you take long breaks from, only to return whenever there is a new update or dlc announced. Buy it
on sale.. Absolutely fantastic. Please remake more classic shooters in this way!. This is not even a game.
I wonder why is this even on steam?
It took 11 minutes to get to the credits.. I am 56 male , really nice to see old style graphics flowing better on new technology.
Loved the background music and the sound effects like ticking clocks, telephone, piano notes, gunshots etc making very basic
graphics feel very atmospheric like you are really in that building. Great story line with classic puzzle sections, the shadow
children language had me for a while! ... looking forward to the chapters progressing, it looks like the author has a very good
plan. A fun 10-14 hours of gameplay to reach the end if you don’t rush it and take your time to enjoying it. I am happy to have
supported this games progress on Kickstarter ^^

The good parts:
- The lore is fun to follow
- Love the art style
- Characters are well rounded and fit the game
- There is a lot to do and some grinding
- No bugs that I came across
- I know this isn’t the finished and there’s lot to be added still!

The "bad" parts:
- The cave doesn't continue, even if it looks like it will
- The light in the cave is a little annoying to light every time
- Camera can’t be moved when fishing so if a tree happens to be in the cameras spot, you will be staring at shrubbery whilst
fishing.
- When mining, it gets annoying when the prince must always comment "how lucky, I got ORE" or something. Would be fun if
it could just stop after the first time it popped up... There are a few similar things that also go a little annoying but aren’t worth
mentioning.
- The ending was a little anticlimactic.

I had fun playing through this game and so I am giving it a good rating, as it is my opinion on the game.. Populous meets
Doodlegod. Its good for the price.. Steam says it is in my library, and the the checkbox is check in the DLC list, but I still do not
see it in the game. Not sure what is going on here.
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im a big fan of survival! i hope that oneday this will improve ;). Tedious, overall easy but incredibly drawn out, and censored.
Might be a patch for that, I dont know, don't care. Low variety, boring scenes, and god if there are more scenes im not farming
1000 more luxury melons to find them. Couldn't get a dog in heat to hump it; 0\/10 absolutely flaccid.

Thanks for translating it though, always appreciated. Was dumb enough not to notice "This DLC is not compatible with an
account created outside of Steam."

so now its play on a brand new acc or lose my \u00a38 :P fun fun fun
. God i never had so much rage on a game c:
but is very cool and fun v:. Biggest problem with this game is the fake difficulty. Some parts can only be solved through trial
and error, while others have solutions that require you to use controls the game doesn't tell you are possible. Don't be swayed by
the atmosphere, it's just a mysterious facade to a game that's frustrating and unsatisfying.. It gets boring really fast. Each shift
drags on and on, which might be the point, since that's how a retail job feels. Clicking and dragging mechanic seems buggy.. this
is seriously terrible even as a meme. Sam & Max: Season Two is also known as Beyond Time and Space, which is fitting
considering where the Freelance Police end up this time around. Coming a year after Season One, it introduces welcome quality-
of-life improvements such as higher resolutions, native widescreen resolutions, sprinting, and an option to control how many hints
you receive.

They're still fairly traditional adventure games that each follow a similar formula, albeit with more minigames now - whether you
like that or not, the season's worth playing for anyone interested in the genre or the main characters. Music's still great, too.
Unfortunately, as with Season One, none of them work natively on Windows 10, although the Season One guide guide may be of
some use here too.

It's worth noting that, as with the first season, every episode builds off and references the ones that come before it, but this time
around there's a whole other season to reference as well. While you don't strictly need to play the first season before this one,
you will want to play any given season in order. Good thing this season picks up quicker than the last one.

Ice Station Santa is a good start to the season, with strong puzzles, a story that wouldn't be out of place in an actual Sam & Max
comic (although that more or less applies to the entire season), and a new neighborhood location with the (re)opening of Stinky's
Diner across the road from Bosco's. The only real complaint is that the game is largely divided into two halves, one a fetch quest,
the other half essentially being the same situation repeated three times. It's still done well enough not to be a huge drag, so this is
only minor criticism. As a minor bit of mildly interesting trivia, this episode also confirms the first two seasons as taking place in the
later 2000s, with Max making a quip about MySpace.

Note that every season's games are placed individually in your Steam library, so if you purchase the whole season you'll be getting
five new titles instead of anything like a launcher app. Steam also only counts play time for the first episode towards tracked season
playtime, which is perhaps why attempting to post a review on the season's store page creates a review for the first episode instead..
Great Pack but missing several characters to go with portraits.

So I was going through the assets, and found that (At least in the Steam version) that in pictures theres this scary looking dark knight
guy.
fes_pictures_156 variants 1-4, but there isn't a character for him, which is a little disappointing.

Same goes for the following as well:
Magic Pot: fes_pictures_119 variants 1-4
Wolf Soldier: fes_pictures_120 variants 1-4
Orc Soldier: fes_pictures_122 variants 1-4
Lizardman fes_pictures_143 variants 1-4
Cockatrice fes_pictures_115 variants 1-4
Evil King guy fes_pictures_147 variants 1-4
Gargoyle fes_pictures_144 variants 1-4

In the enemies folder they are:
Monst_Fantasy1_12
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Monst_Fantasy1_15
Monst_Fantasy1_16
Monst_Fantasy1_18
Monst_Fantasy1_39
Monst_Fantasy1_40
Monst_Fantasy1_47
Monst_Fantasy1_56

While most of these don't hurt me, I was really wanting to use the dark knight in my game.

I have a whole slew of enemy soldiers, with types of weaponry and not having an actual "Dark Knight" type character is
disappointing.. Got to play it long time ago and i liked it, still do..
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